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Experts say that just one-fourth of trash from building sites is ending up in the hands of
authorized management companies, even though much of it can be reused “infinitely”

For every citizen in the European Union, around a ton of construction waste is generated every year.
But in Spain the figure is even higher. According to public documents from the Spanish government,
trash from building and demolition work accounts for 40% of all waste, which is between 10 and 15
percentage points above the EU average.

But while Spaniards are slowly assuming the responsibility of reducing waste and recycling
household garbage, the giant construction sector has made no effort to join the circular economy.
Rubble, bricks, door frames, pipes, beams and cables continue to end up in dumps across the
country – many of them illegal.

France, which recently laid out an ambitious circular economy plan, is also worried about
construction and demolition waste. According to the French minister for ecological transition, Brune
Poirson, “in terms of unused carpet alone, a roll that could cover the [thousand-kilometer] route
from Lille to Marsella is thrown out every year.”

Trash from construction and demolition work accounts for 40% of all waste

This economic and environmental problem is avoidable, given that the main waste products from the
sector – concrete, ceramic material and asphalt aggregate – “can be recycled infinitely,” according
to Pablo Pérez, the technical director of the Demolition and Construction Waste Recycling Interest
Group, which represents recycling companies in the Spanish regions of Andalusia, Galicia and
Madrid. Pérez says that part of the problem is that “there is no culture” of separating waste from
construction work and demolitions in Spain. The alternative – dumping mixed waste – is cheaper and
easier, and while it is illegal it often goes unpunished.

A 2008 royal decree states that all waste from building work must be treated by an authorized
waste-management company, which must prioritize recycling and only use landfill as a last resort.
“All types of waste comply with this [decree], except construction waste,” says Benito García, the
spokesperson for the Demolition and Construction Waste Recycling Interest Group.

A 2008 royal decree states that all waste from building work must be treated by an
authorized waste-management company

In order to comply with waste regulations, each city council must collect a waste-management fee
from the companies and individuals who request a building license. But the interest group says that
only 8% of councils do this, and according to the Demolition and Construction Waste Recycling
Interest Group, which represents waste-management companies in Castille and León, Extremadura,
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the Basque Country and Catalonia, the figure is as low as 5%.

Worse still, often the regulation doesn’t work, says Ana Laforga, an independent environmental
consultant. For building work on a house or a small shop with a budget of €500,000, the waste-
management fee could be as little as €150, she explains.

EU disciplinary action

Sources from the Ministry of Ecological Transition confirm that Spain is facing disciplinary
proceedings from the European Union for failing to meet the Waste Framework Directive, due to its
poor management of construction waste.

“The reality today is that only one-fourth of construction and demolition waste in Spain ends up in
the hands of an authorized waste-management company,” says García. This waste is recycled very
efficiently, with up to 90% used to make new building materials. But the 75% that does not make it
to the recycling plant ends up in old mining shafts, or in illegal dumps that pollute the mountains,
valleys and coasts of the Iberian peninsula.

For the recycling companies, “what is most serious and worrying is the existence of illegal
commercial dumps, which charge to get rid of untreated waste, because as well as an environmental
crime it is unfair competition.”

This year, the Galicia Association of Construction and Demolition Waste Recyclers (ARCODEGA),
reported the management company MV Gestión for environmental crime, accusing the business of
dumping mixed, untreated waste in an enormous mining shaft in Lugo, in the northwestern region of
Galicia. ARCODEGA maintains that this case is just “the tip of the iceberg” when it comes to poor
waste management in Spain.
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